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Various theoretical models have been proposed to understand the basic nature of epidemics.
Recent studies focus on the effects of mobility to epidemic process. However, uncorrelated random
walk is typically assumed as the type of movement. In our daily life, the movement of people
sometimes tends to be limited to a certain direction, which can be described by biased random walk.
Here, we developed an agent-based model of susceptible-infected-recovered (SIR) epidemic process
in a 2D continuous space where agents tend to move in a certain direction in addition to random
movement. Moreover, we mainly focus on the effect of the reduced mobility of infected agents. Our
model assumes that, when people are infected, their movement activity is greatly reduced because
they are physically weakened by the disease. By conducting extensive simulations, we found that
when the movement of infected people is limited, the final epidemic size becomes small. However,
that crucially depended on the movement type of agents. Furthermore, the reduced mobility of
infected agents lengthened the duration of the epidemic because the infection progressed slowly.

PACS numbers: 89.75.-k, 89.75.Fb, 83.10.Pp, 05.10.Ln

I. INTRODUCTION

Epidemics refer to the state in which an infectious dis-
ease spreads extensively and rapidly to a large number
of individuals. Once a pandemic happens, many peo-
ple seriously suffer. To understand the basic nature of
epidemics, various mathematical models have been de-
veloped. When an infection occurs, contacts between
susceptible and infectious individuals are required. Tra-
ditional mathematical epidemic models assume that the
contact process takes place without explicit spatial struc-
ture where homogeneous mixing of susceptible and infec-
tious individuals is considered [1–4].
In contrast with those traditional models, the spatio-

temporal distribution of susceptible and infectious indi-
viduals and their pattern of contacts are important to
analyze and predict epidemic spreading of populations
with spatial structures in humans. In this case, con-
tacts between susceptible and infectious individuals are
caused by the movements of individuals. For this reason,
epidemic models with explicit individual movement have
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attracted much attention [5–17]. First, epidemic mod-
els with uncorrelated random walk have been considered
[18–21]. Those models were often described by partial
differential equations (PDE). There are many situations
that the movement of people is not described by uncor-
related random walk. For instance, if there are some ob-
stacles in their living environments, people have to avoid
those obstacles when they move. People tend to move on
a street rather than randomly moving across the ground.
Moreover, when people walk to commute, they tend to
head toward a specific destination such as a station. This
directional walking pattern can be described by a biased
random walk. There are some PDE-based epidemic mod-
els which deal with the biased random walk [22–24].

On the contrary, agent-based models (ABM) with ex-
plicit movement have also been proposed to describe epi-
demic spreading [10, 25–29]. Compared to PDE models,
ABM has an advantage in the sense that detailed dy-
namics of epidemic spreading can be easily described,
simulated and tracked. For example, by using ABM, we
can know when and where infection occurs, which is im-
portant for preventing disease from spreading. There-
fore, we use it for the modeling of epidemic spreading.
In those ABMs, directional movement of agents is not
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considered except for Ref. [29]. Nagatani et al. [29] stud-
ied an SIS (susceptible-infected-susceptible) model com-
bined with the directional movement of agents in a one-
dimensional space. They showed that there is a critical
density whether epidemics spread or not. If the density
is larger than the critical density, epidemics never disap-
pear because contacts between infectious and susceptible
individuals take place in a crowd like a traffic jam. In
contrast, if the density is lower than the critical limit,
epidemics finally disappear. However, the model is rela-
tively simple because the space is a one dimensional line
segment.
Here, we extend the model to a two-dimensional space.

More importantly, we consider the effect of the reduced
mobility of infected agents. When people are infected,
their movement activities are greatly reduced because
they are physically weakened by the disease. In a one-
dimensional space, this effect promotes disease spreading
because it causes a traffic jam. It is not obvious when
the dimension is extended. In this paper, we focus on
the effect of reduced mobility to disease spreading in a
2D continuous space where agents adopt a biased random
walk.

II. MODEL

We consider the situation that N agents interact with
each other by moving on a 2-D continuous space with
periodic boundary conditions. The size of the space is
L×L. Each agent does not have a size and is considered a
particle. The infection and recovery processes take place
based on the SIR model. Thus, the state of each agent
can be either susceptible (S), infected (I), or recovered
(R), which is specified by η ∈ {S, I, R}.
Each agent is selected in random order and the fol-

lowing two phases are conducted for each agent. First,
the movement phase takes place. To reveal the effect
of biased movements, agents move to a certain direc-
tion (rightward) not only random diffusion. Moreover,
the movement of I is different from the one of S and R
because we assume I’s activity decreases due to illness.
Specifically, the location of agent i at time t + 1 in the
state η is given by

xi,η(t+ 1) = xi,η(t) +N(0, σ2

η) + ǫη,

yi,η(t+ 1) = yi,η(t) +N(0, σ2

η), (1)

where x and y specify the coordinates of the agent on
the continuous space. N(0, σ2

η) is the normal distribution
with mean 0 and standard deviation ση. ǫη denotes the
advection velocity which leads to biased movement. We
set ση = 1 and ǫη = 1 when η = S or η = R. Conversely,
because the movement of I is limited due to illness, we
set 0 ≤ σI ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ ǫI ≤ 1 for η = I.
Second, the epidemic phase takes place. S becomes I

when the Euclidean distance between them is less than
or equal to the infection radius r. This means that in-
fection always takes place within the radius. In other

words, infection rate is 1. I recovers from infection and
becomes R with the recovery rate γ. Once recovered,
R never gets infected. Thus, the fraction of R after the
disease completely disappears can be considered as the
final epidemic size, which we will mainly focus on in the
results.
In the simulations, we define one Monte Carlo step

when every agent has been selected once. Thus, the iter-
ation proceeds asynchronously. We vary σI and ǫI as the
main experimental parameters and study how the final
epidemic size and the extinction time of disease change
depending on those parameters.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We used the following parameter setting unless noted
otherwise: L = 100, N = 500, and r = 2. In N agents,
the number of the initial infected agents is I0 = 2 (We
also checked the cases of I0 = 1 and 3. See the sup-
plemental materials). Initially, N agents are randomly
distributed in the 2-D space (See Fig. 1a and the supple-
mental movie).

A. Two limiting cases

First, we consider the two limiting cases, which are
σI = 0, ǫI = 0 and σI = 1, ǫI = 1. The former corre-
sponds to our main focus where infected agents do not
move at all. We call this the no movement case hereafter.
This is relatively unrealistic. Therefore, we will relax this
condition where the movement of infected agents is small
but non-zero. On the contrary, in the latter, there is no
difference among S,R and I about the movement. We
call this the high movement case hereafter. However,
there are great differences between the latter case and
the traditional epidemic mean-field model because we as-
sume spatial structure and directional movements in our
model. Figures 1 and 2 show the corresponding simula-
tion results in one run, respectively. See also the movies
for each simulation in the supplemental materials.
In the no movement case (Fig. 1), infection only occurs

when susceptible agents pass through infectious agents.
When susceptible agents get infected, they stop there.
Also, there seems to be stripes around the infected agents
until Fig. 1d. However, these stripes collapse as time
goes by because recovered agents move around the space
(Fig. 1e), and finally disease disappears by t = 2100
(Fig. 1f). The final epidemic size (the final fraction of
recovered agents) is about 0.63 (final point of orange line
in Fig. 1g). The epidemics do not spread throughout the
space because the location of infection is limited.
Figure 2 shows the result of the high movement case.

In this case, there is no difference in the movement of
infected, susceptible, and recovered agents. Thus, the
epidemic immediately spreads throughout the space due
to the movement of infected agents (See Fig. 2c and d).
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FIG. 1. (Color online) The result of the no movement case (σI = 0, ǫI = 0). γ = 0.01. (a)-(f) Snapshots of the epidemic
spreading. (g) Population dynamics of the epidemic spreading. Blue, red, and orange denote susceptible, infectious, and
recovered agents, respectively.

Once that happens, the disease gradually decreases and
finally disappears (Fig. 2f). The final epidemic size is
about 0.98, which means almost all agents got infected
(Fig. 2g). This is because contacts between infectious
and susceptible agents frequently occur because of the
high movement of infected agents. Therefore, the final
epidemic size is much larger than the no movement case
(Fig. 1). Another interesting difference between them is
that, compared to the no movement case, the extinction
time of the disease is less than half in the high move-
ment case. If we compare Figs. 1g and 2g, we see that
the infection proceeds slowly in the no movement case.
In this case, the location of infection is quite limited, re-
sulting in the existence of the disease for a long time. We
will see the detailed effect of inactivity and directional-
ity of infected agents in the next section by conducting a
sensitivity analysis.

B. Sensitivity analysis

To reveal the effect of the two main parameters, σI

and ǫI in detail, we conducted a sensitivity analysis for
them. Figure 3 shows the final epidemic sizes and the
extinction time of disease when σI , ǫI , and γ are changed.
In these results, each simulation is run until the disease
completely disappears, and two hundred simulation runs
are averaged for each data point. Basically, when γ is
high, the final epidemic size is suppressed at lower values.
This is simply because, when γ is high, infected agents

tend to recover before the further infection occurs.
Next, we focus on the effect of σI . As σI becomes

larger, the final epidemic size increases. This is consistent
with the results in Figs. 1 and 2. σI means the diffusion
rate of infected agents. If the rate is high, the infected
agents move around the entire space. Therefore, it raises
the final epidemic size.
In contrast, the effect of ǫI is different than σI . The

difference between ǫI = 0 and ǫI = 1 when σI = 0 is
significant. Thus, we compare the results between them
in detail. Figure 4 shows the screenshots and population
dynamics at σI = 0 and ǫI = 1. In this setting, although
infected agents do not perform random diffusion, they
move rightward with the other types of agents (S and R)
at the same speed, which means the relative advection
velocity is 0. Therefore, only a few agents around the
infected agents have a chance to get infected. In other
words, the contact opportunities with the infected agents
are very rare. We call this the minimum contact case. In
the minimum contact case, the advection velocity of I’s
agent is the same as the one in S’s and R’s agents. This
leads to the lowest final epidemic size. In contrast, in the
no movement case (Fig. 1), there is still a higher chance
of contact with the infected agents because many suscep-
tible agents pass through the infected agents compared to
the minimum contact case. We found that the final epi-
demic size became minimum when infected agents only
move in one direction at the same speed as the other
agents (Fig. 4).
Figure 3b shows the extinction time of disease in each
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The result of the high movement case (σI = 1, ǫI = 1). In this setting, there is no difference in the
movement of infected, susceptible, and recovered agents. The other settings are the same as Fig. 1.

a b

FIG. 3. (Color online) The effect of σI , ǫI , and γ for the final
epidemic size and the extinction time of disease.

setting. It indicates the time that the disease completely
dissapeared from the environment. As also seen in Figs.1
and 2, the extinction time is basically longer when agents
do not move. When agents frequently move, the epi-
demic spreads to the entire population quickly and then
those agents recover from the infection. In contrast, when
agents hardly move, the infection time is different for each
agent. Only when susceptive agents pass through in-
fected agents do they get infected, resulting in the longer
time of extinction. This tendency is systematically con-
firmed in Fig. 3b.

Next, we varied the population size N while the other
parameters are fixed at I0 = 2, r = 2 and γ = 0.02. Fig-
ure 5 shows the results. As N becomes larger, the final
epidemic sizes increase. Because the size of the space is

fixed, the density becomes large asN becomes larger. For
susceptible agents, high density leads to a higher chance
of contact with infected agents. This is why the final
epidemic size is large when N is large. We focus on the
extinction time when N is varied (Fig. 5b). In the large
population size (N > 600), the extinction time became
large when the final epidemic size was small, as seen in
Fig. 3. However, if the population is too small (N ≤ 300),
the minimum contact case (ǫI = 0 and σI = 1) leads
to the shortest extinction time. In this setting, because
the environment is sparse, contact between infected and
susceptible rarely occurs. Thus, further infection is fre-
quently prevented in the minimum contact case, result-
ing in the shortest extinction time. It should be noted
that, when N is varied, there are peaks in the middle for
the extinction time. Once the disease spreads to the en-
tire population, it will disappear sooner or later. In this
case, the extinction time becomes relatively shorter. It
depends on each setting; N ≥ 400 for σI = 1, N ≥ 500
for σI = 0 and ǫI = 0, and N ≥ 900 for σI = 0 and
ǫI = 1.

Finally, we focus on the effect of the infection radius
r. Obviously, as r becomes larger, the final epidemic size
increases. The total tendency is the same with the other
results. The high movement case (σI = 1 and ǫI = 1)
raises the final epidemic size even when r is relatively
low. When σI = 1 and ǫI = 0, the final epidemic size
raises even faster. Conversely, the minimum contact case
(σI = 0 and ǫI = 1) slowly raises the final epidemic size.
For the extinction time, the peaks exist at the medium
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FIG. 4. (Color online) The result of the minimum contact case (σI = 0, ǫI = 1). In this setting, the contact opportunities with
the infected agents are very rare, which leads to the lowest final epidemic size. The other settings are the same as Fig. 1.

a b

FIG. 5. (Color online) The effect of population size N for the
final epidemic size and the extinction time of disease.

r. These peaks correspond to the raised points for the
final epidemic size. Once the disease spreads to the en-
tire population, agents recover from the disease quickly.
Thus, the peaks exist at the medium r.

IV. SUMMARY

In this paper, we developed an agent-based model of
susceptible-infected-recovered (SIR) epidemic process in
a 2D continuous space. In contrast to traditional epi-
demic models with random diffusion, we newly incorpo-
rated two features to the spatial epidemic system: bi-
ased movement and reduced mobility of infected agents.
We investigated the final epidemic size and extinction

a b

FIG. 6. (Color online) The effect of infection radius r for the
final epidemic size and the extinction time of disease.

time when both movement bias and reduced mobility of
infected individuals changed. The results showed that
when the movement of infected people is small, the final
epidemic size becomes small. However, that crucially de-
pended on the movement type of agents. Furthermore,
the reduced mobility of infected agents lengthened the
extinction time of the disease because the infection pro-
gressed slowly, even though the reduced mobility pre-
vented the disease from spreading. This fact suggests
that isolating infected people is effective to prevent a
pandemic. However, if the duration of the isolation is
not long enough, it may result in a long-lasting epidemic.
Therefore, governments need to take into account the na-
ture of each disease (e.g. infection period, immunity, or
infection distance) when they make policies.
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